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There is no real evidence to support the ICT protocol, which is described as a super-nutritive cocktail. Joe Schwarcz - Special at the Montreal GazetteJuge July 28, 2017 - 5 minutes readAs woman with Alzheimer's disease walks down a hallway on March 18, 2011 at a retirement home in Angervilliers,
eastern France. No, says Joe Schwarcz, contrary to what he says somewhere on the Internet, shampoos do not cause Alzheimer's disease. AFP/AFP/Getty Images ImagesShampoos clean hair. That is what they do. They do not cause Alzheimer's disease. Why even discuss this curious connection?
Because I came across a latest news online article that started with the question: The type of shampoo you actually use cause Alzheimer's disease? He went on to say: It sounds crazy, and yet if you use one of the top 4 shampoo brands, that's exactly what's going on. Here's the story. The problem was
that to get this story, I was directed to an audio presentation that I had to painfully sit through for over half an hour. And in the end, there has never been any mention of how your shampoo can cause Alzheimer's disease! But much has been said about a miraculous way to reverse this devastating disease
with something I had never heard of, called the ICT Protocol. I soon found out why I hadn't heard of it. You see, it's because the mainstream, the liberal establishment can't leave the cat out of the bag because this effective natural remedy would crimp sales of useless big pharma drugs. This ad hasn't
loaded yet, but your article continues below. Fortunately, I learned, there is still hope thanks to Glenn Rothfeld, one of America's brightest doctors who for more than 40 years has been at the forefront of the movement to cut through government lies and deception. It appears that Rothfeld's years of
research have revealed that Alzheimer's disease is caused by the brain being deprived of nutrients, and that the answer lies in the ICT protocol, which is described as a supernutrient cocktail. However, to find out exactly what this cocktail is, we are headed to a free book with the exciting title Healed. He
says he has 81 natural cures for cancer, diabetes, Alzheimer's disease and more. Note, cure, not treatment. To receive the free book, there is no question of registering for Rothfeld's newsletter on nutrition and healing. And it's not free. This ad hasn't loaded yet, but your article continues below. A search
PubMed and Medline, compilations of the medical literature published, reveal no research by Rothfeld regarding Alzheimer's disease. It seems that his research is based on reading other people's publications and capitalizing on them with a good dose of hype thrown in. The only clue to be drawn from
fatigue fatigue is that the ICT protocol is a kind of combination of medium chain triglycerides (MCT), glucose, B vitamins, choline, phosphorus and other nutrients. As is usually the case for cures discovered by maverick scientists or doctors who dare to swim against the current, there is a core of truth that is
then blown out of proportion. Here's what we know about Alzheimer's disease. It's age-related. Its incidence is increasing. It is characterized by deposits of a protein called amyloid between nerve cells, unusual tangles of proteins in nerve cells and fewer connections, known as synapses, between nerve
cells. The rate of the disease varies from one end of the world to the other. The drugs have a minimal effect on the progress of the disease, but drugs that have some efficacy are thought to work either by increasing levels of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine, or by blocking the effects of the excitanting
neurotransmitter, glutamate. Alzheimer's disease is not curable and its cause is unknown. This ad hasn't loaded yet, but your article continues below. There is nothing new in trying a nutritional approach to prevent alzheimer's disease or slow its progression. Since our bodies are made up of molecules
derived from food, it is reasonable to assume that specific nutrients play a role in determining our health. In Alzheimer's disease, there is a loss of synapses, connections between nerve cells that form when protrusions develop in cell membranes and reach out to nearby nerve cells. The theory is that the
supply of nutrients needed for healthy cell membranes encourages the formation of new synapses to compensate for the loss experienced. A typical example would be Souvenaid, a dietary supplement developed by Richard Wurtman of MIT. Wurtman is a very reputable researcher and the formulation of
Souvenaid is based on legitimate science, but unfortunately there is a lack of evidence of its effectiveness. This supplement provides a range of nutrients that include omega-3 fatty acids (EPA and DHA), phospholipids, choline, urinodine monophosphate, vitamins E, C, B12, B6, folic acid and selenium
based on the theory that these are necessary for the synthesis of phosphatidylcholine, a major component of synaptic membranes. This ad hasn't loaded yet, but your article continues below. A number of studies have been conducted on patients with Alzheimer's disease with Souvenaid using standardized
assessment scales. The results are disappointing. There is no such as evidence of decreased cognitive decline or delayed disease progression in any way, but one of the studies offered a slight glimmer of hope. In patients with early Alzheimer's disease who are not yet taking medication, there has been
an improvement in verbal recall. It's not much to hang a hat, but it's the kind of evidence rothfeld has to create its ICT protocol. It throws in some medium chain triglycerides, probably from coconut oil, which have anecdotal evidence to improve some symptoms of Alzheimer's disease, but there are no
convincing studies to support the claims. Fundamentally, the assertion that the ICT protocol, whatever it may be, can reverse Alzheimer's disease is false. This ad hasn't loaded yet, but your article continues below. But what about this case of shampoos causing Alzheimer's disease? This title seems to be
just a way to attract people to tune in to the spiel for the ICT protocol because, curiously, it is never addressed in the presentation. Others, however, have also made this bizarre claim and I think I've tracked down the origin. He seems to trace to a study that showed the restricted growth of immature cells
extracted from rat nerve when exposed to methylisothiazolinone, a preservative found in some shampoos. There are no studies on live animals, and certainly none in humans. Alzheimer's disease involves damaged nerve cells, but this study is light years away from establishing a link between the
preservative and the disease. Regarding this original latest news article that says that a link between shampoos and Alzheimer's disease may seem crazy going, well, it may seem crazy indeed, because it is likely is.joe.schwarcz@mcgill.caJoe Schwarcz is Director of the Office of Science and Society at
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